For computer-aided-diagnosis (CAD) System, the lung segmentation phase is having most significant role in the detection of lung cancer at initial stages. It is needed as preprocessing step for obtaining the accurate Region of Interest (ROI) area. Efficiency of CAD system is mainly depending on how the lungs are precisely segmented. The effective lung segmentation overcomes the various challenges offered in CAD system to deal with the cases of juxtapleural nodules. This paper emphasizes the proposed method for lung segmentation in CT images using clustering approach of fuzzy-c-means with automatic thresholding and morphological operations. The experimental database contains 20 patients' series (approximately 3600 images) from publically available LIDC-IDRI dataset which includes 10 general cases and 10 cases having juxtapleural nodules in pulmonary region. Reference standard contours are prepared by the expert through manually tracing the lungs boundary. The segmented lungs obtained through proposed method are compared with the reference standards with the use of various parameters. The proposed method achieved overall overlap ratio of 99.94% accuracy with 0.94 Jaccard's Index and 0.97 Dice similarity coefficient values.
INTRODUCTION
As per various statistics surveyed by different agencies, the lung cancer has been observed as most common cancer worldwide. In 2012, 1.8 million new lung cancer cases were estimated 1 . Deaths due to lung cancer are more as compared to other cancer related death worldwide. percentage was 6.9% for all new cancer cases and 9.3% for cancer related deaths. This data includes both male and female patients. It has been observed that most of the cancer cases are registered from Mizoram for both male and female (Age adjusted rate 28.3 and 28.7 per 100,000 population in males and females, respectively) 3 .
Lung cancer leading to mortality rate higher in subsequent years and this encourages many researchers for the diagnosis of lung cancer in early stages. The survival rate may be increased by 70-80%, if this cancer is detected and diagnosed in prior stages 4 . The first screening test using thorax X-ray modality, the large nodule can only be detected, for small nodule of size even upto 2 cm could not be detected since of their unfavorable positions and locations 5 . With the advent of multi-slice, spiral CT, capability to perform a 3D reconstruction of the anatomical structure of human body, has explored detection of lung cancer in the early stages 6 and small nodules with a diameter lower than 5 mm (micro-nodules) can still be caught by LD-CT.
In a typical computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system for lung cancer 7, 8 , the lung segmentation is very important step for the detection of lung cancer or abnormalities and pulmonary diseases in lung area. For detecting proper lung region, CAD system have to overcome from various challenges like inhomogeneities in lung region and similar densities in other pulmonary structures like veins, bronchi, arteries, and bronchioles. Among all these challenges, the most important and difficult task is to determine the nodules attached to lung wall (i.e. juxtaplueral). Chances of missing the juxtaplueral nodules get increased if the lungs are not segmented properly. Approximately 5% to 17% true lung nodules are not detected because of poor and inaccurate lung segmentation, as stated by Armato et al. 9 . For the above stated reason it is necessary to effectively and accurately segment the lungs so that juxtaplueral nodules get properly detected.
In this paper, FCM algorithm is deployed for determining lung contour and to extract the pulmonary field or ROI for further detection of various types of nodules in these regions. The segmentation follows the correction of broken contour based on various morphological operations with the inclusion of juxtaplueralnodules, this phase also reduces the scope of over-segmentation. For testing the proposed method, approximately 3600 CT slices from 20 cases of LIDC-IDRI (Lung Imaging Database Consortium & Image Database Resource Initiative) dataset have been taken 10, 11 . The experts have been asked for trace the contour of lungs to create the reference images of CT slices. The obtained results have been compared and evaluated with the various performance metrics such as Jaccard's similarity index, Dice similarity coefficient, over-segmentation rate, under-segmentation rate, and overlap-ratio difference. The remaining section of this paper follows -Section II includes the review of previous work and also these research works are evaluated on the basis of challenges, issues, and effectiveness. In Section III, material and methods are presented in the following steps: data acquisition, preprocessing of data, and lung segmentation by using FCM with thresholding and morphological operations. Section IV describes experiments, evaluations of proposed method and results. In the last Section V, the results of proposed work is compared with some other works as conclusions and which is followed by limitations of the method and discussion with scope of future work in this domain.
Related work
For lung, segmentation, various automatic and semi-automatic approaches have been addressed by the authors. Automation level, processing time and the accuracy terms such as sensitivity & specificity are the measuring parameter for effectiveness and efficiency of the existing methodologies. The studies of these methods of segmentation mainly rely on the criteria like thresholds, shape based, active-contour, region based, clustering and morphological operations. For image segmentation of object, the most general method is gray level or intensity value based technique and the common known technique is Threshold based segmentation. The region of Lung lobes are having lower intensity level i.e. approximately -500 HU as compared to surrounding anatomical structure of thorax, due to this reason authors have adopted optimum threshold as their basis for segmenting the lungs in their research studies. Hu et al. 12 used iterative automatic threshold with morphological operation for smoothing the images in their irregular boundaries. Wei et al. 13 analyses histogram for threshold to segment the pulmonary region. Ye et al. 14 had given the Adaptive fuzzy thresholding for lung segmentation in CT images. Helen et al. 15 used the particle swarm optimization (PSO) for the optimal 2D-Otsu thresholding algorithm for segmentation of lung parenchyma.
Shape based segmentation is another useful technique. From the collected dataset, prior shape information of lungs are registered and used further for extraction of ROI from the thorax region. This method uses an energy framework to help and guide deformable models in lung lobe segmentation and for such framework the parameters like edges or contour, points, etc. are characterized from previous data. For the local minima issues in lung segmentation Annangi et al. 16 proposed region based active contour technique for x-ray images by using initial shape and low level features. Kockelkorn et al. 17 took the severe abnormal data with their prior shape parameters and trained using k-NN classifier and devised interactive techniques for lung. Pattern recognition technique with the combination of statistical shape model and anatomical information for the robust lung segmentation has been adopted by Sofka et al. 18 . Pu et al. 19 proposed "break-andrepair" technique for the segmentation of medical images based on geometric modeling and shape. An approach given by Sun et al. 20 based on active shape model for the segmentation of lungs boundary and further to adapt a method based on constrained optimal surface using initial result of segmentation. Gill et al. 21 gave the feature based atlas approach for the initialization of active shape models in CT images.
The other significant method used in various articles [22] [23] [24] [25] of lung segmentation is based on Active contour method (ACM). The main fundamental concept behind this method is minimizing of energy function iteratively through dynamic contour at each step. The most challenging part of this approach is the problem of initialization and convergence. Chenyang Xu and Jerry L Prince 22 proposed Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) as an external force for guiding the snake so that better convergence can be obtained. Wang et al. 23 further work for improving the initialization and convergence by Normally Biased Gradient Vector Flow (NBGVF).
Cui et al. 24 manipulate the ACM based on statistics of local region for medical images segmentation. An automatic method using ACM is exploited fully by Athertya et al. 25 that helps in reducing the user interaction for the segmentation of lungs.
Recently, one state-of-art method proposed by Soliman et al. 38 for accurate lung segmentation based on guided shape modeling. This approach provides the stack of CT images as 3D joint Markov-Gibbs random field (MGRF) model. The method segment the pathological lungs due to integrating the first and second order probabilistic descriptors of original and Gaussian scale space filtered image with prior guided adaptive shapes. However, this method requires larger training set of healthy and pathological lungs as guided landmarks for better performance.
The existing above approaches are based on general lung segmentation techniques. These methods are either not considering the cases of CT scan having the juxtapleural nodules or not so specific to deal with the complexity arises due to the presence of such nodules attached with the parenchyma of lungs. In this paper we are concerned about this complexity and prepared our database by including the 50% data with such cases and developed the framework to segment the accurate lung region even in the cases with CT images having juxtapleural nodules.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data
The database for the experiment contains 20 subjects and has been prepared from publically available LIDC-IDRI data set [10] . The database of LIDC-IDRI has 1018 cases of Lung CT scans under The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) Public Access 26 . been done by four experts (radiologists) and stored in XML file 11 . The database stored all Lung CT images with specifications as follows: DICOM image of size 512 X 512 pixels, tube current in the range of 265 to 570 mAs, tube voltage 120kVp and intensity level from -600 to 1600 HU 11 .
Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing is required for making the selected data as suitable for computable format. It starts with selecting the suitable cases from LIDC-IDRI database. The steps for the data preprocessing are shown in Fig. 2 . In this experiment, 20 patient CT scan images have been taken with 10 cases of juxtapleural lung nodules. The contour or boundary tracing of lung region for each patient of all the slices are done by expert as the representation of reference standard or ground truth. The accuracy can be further enhanced if the image pixel value is converted to double format. The optimum level of contrast for the selected data is set by the process of image enhancement.The acquired images of LIDC possess DICOM format data so it need to be converted into Hounsfield Unit (HU) and to set window size (level and width) appropriately for the segmentation of lungs.
Linear transfor mation perfor ms the rescaling of slope and intercept and lead to defined range of HU values of the images. The final step for getting preprocessing is the conversion from 16-bits images into 8-bits images so as to get the suitable data for further process.
Lung Segmentation
The proposed method for lung segmentation is shown in Fig. 3 as flowchart and is implemented by the following steps:
A.
Applying Fuzzy-c-means clustering based segmentation to generate the gray-scale masked image of the CT slices. The derivation & steps of the algorithm are given in later section. B.
By using automatic thresholdingor otsu's algorithm, the output of fuzzy-c-means mask is converted into binary image (method 
Row (a) are five original lung CT images (b) gray scale masked images after applying FCM (c) binary images of previous step using Otsu's threshold (d) background subtracted images; (e) final lung mask after removing the large airways, trachea, and blood vessels and (f) final result-segmented lungs
discussed in later section) followed by the background subtraction for ROI in image. C.
Large airways, blood vessels and trachea are removed with the application of holefilling algorithm. This algorithm is based on the process of dilation, intersection and complementation.
Let I be the set whose boundary pixel are labeled by 1s (considering 8-connected boundaries) & each boundary surrounding a hole (background region). With the given point x in each hole, the goal is to fill the holes by 1s. This step is followed by morphological reconstruction for removing the lighter border by reducing the overall intensity of the border structures.
Fig. 6: Proposed method bar plots of 20CT scans (patients): (a) Over-segmentation, Under-segmentation, Overlap ratio difference, and (b) Jaccard'ssimilarity index (JSI)and Dice similarity coefficient (DSC)of proposed method
D.
The morphological closing operations are applied to deal with the cases having juxtapleural nodules. E.
At last masking the output image with input gray-scale image for obtaining the segmented lung region.
Fuzzy-c-means Algorithm
Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is a method of clustering and is used here for lung segmentation. The flexible sense of this method is that a data point can belong to two or more cluster at a time. FCM is initially given by Dunn [27] and further enhanced by Bezdek [28] . The algorithm is based on minimization of the objective function (J p ) ... (1) where, p is any real number greater than 1 i.e. 1 , is the membership matrix of in the cluster j, is of d-dimensional data measured (say pixel intensity), is the centroid or cluster center and ||*|| is a norm representing the similarity between any considered pixeland thecluster center.
Based on the optimization of above objective function fuzzy partitioning is performed. The membership and the centroid are updated as follows:
... (2) ... (3) The iteration will terminate when (a) (b) Liao et al. [37] 80 cases divided in ... (4) where is a stopping criterion ranges 0<<1 and k as the iteration steps. This procedure follows the converging toward a local minimum of . 
Automatic threshold Algorithm
Otsu's [29] had given the automatic method of thresholding. The estimated threshod of gray level value (g*) is obtained by simple and effective method that minimizes the weight within-class variance and maximizes the between class variance assuming that the histogram are bimodal. For the given image, the representation of pixels in M gray levels [1, 2…, M] , the normalized histogram as probability distribution ( ) can be given as:
... (5) where, represents the number of pixels at the gray level i, and N = + +…+ is the total number of pixel.
... (6) where, s(g) and Thus with the analysis of histogram and checking for each gray level, the general form of optimal threshold g* that maximizes can be defined as:
... (7) 
Result Analysis
Experimental database contains 20 patients or CT series (approximately 3600 slices or images examined) out of which 10 patients having juxtaplueral nodules in their CT images, taken from the LIDC-IDRI dataset. The lung boundaries or contours were manually traced by experts under the observation or supervision of thoracic radiologists for each case. These tasks have been performed by an open-source system "The Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit", a workbench and toolkit of MITK 2016.11 [30] . This workbench has deployed here as annotation tool that includes Visualization Toolkit (VTK) and Insight Toolkit (ITK). The flexibility with this toolkit is that it support border corrections and contour adjustments if some inaccuracies are observed. These manually traced boundaries or contours were considered as ground truth for respective images. Finally, for the evaluation and comparison of experimental results for proposed method with reference standard based on evaluation measures have been presented.
Evaluation measures
The following metrics have been utilized for the performance of results of lung segmentation:oversegmentation & under-segmentation rate, overlap ratio, Dice similarity coefficient andJaccard's similarity index.
The over-segmentation is given as the area (number of pixel) or volume (number of voxels) that is included as a portion of the segmented ROI (result of proposed method) but are absent in reference standard or ground truth image whereas under-segmentation is given as the area or volume that are included in ground truth, but are absent in segmented ROI 31, 32 . The volume overlap ratio (VO) is given as the relative overlap between two volumes i.e. segmentation mask produced by our proposed method (V m ) and ground truth (V g ) and formulated by taking the intersection V m and V g divided by their union 33 . The definitions of these measures are as follows:
The over-segmentation rate
.. (8) whereV m \V g is the relative compliment of V m in V g . In the similar manner the under-segmentation rate ) , (
.. (9) ... (10) The other measures which have been used for evaluation of the segmentation accuracies in the terms of similarity between the segmentation results and ground truths are Dice-similarity coefficient (DSC) and Jaccard's similarity index (JSI) 34 . These methods compare the similarity between the segmented ROIs (number of pixels or voxels) of adopted method (R m ) to the ground truth region (R g ).
The Jaccard's similarity index is given as the overlap degree between R m and R g and follows as ... (11) Similarly Dice-similarity coefficient is defined as the overlap of two regions i.e. R m and R g and can be given as ... (12) The values of JSI and DSC will be in range of [0,1] and higher values indicates better results in terms of segmentation accuracy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The perfor mance evaluation of our proposed method has been tested on 20 CT scans (approximately 3600 CT slices) including 10 CT scans of juxtapleural nodules. Fig.4 & Fig.5 show the sample results (randomly selected slice of 5 CT scans each of the two cases) stepwise for our adopted method in lung segmentation for general cases and cases having juxtapleural nodules respectively.
With the use of evaluation measures, in order to show the average distance of segmentation error of 20 patients (each patient having 150-200 slice images) undertaken are represented in horizontal-axis (from 1 to 20) in Fig.6 (a) , we depicts bar plots of cumulative probability distribution based on over-segmentation, under-segmentation and overlap ratio difference error in vertical-axis. Similarly in Fig.6 (b) the accuracies are represented in terms of similarity measures i.e. bar plots of the cumulative probability distribution based on the Dicesimilarity coefficient and Jaccard's similarity index (both represented in vertical-axis) for 20 patients (represented in horizontal-axis) are shown.
In the Table 1 we have shown the overall results of our adopted method for the all data that achieved value (mean values) : over-segmentation of 0.0394, under-segmentation of 0.0193, and overlap ratio difference of 0.0587, overlap ratio of 99.9413, Dice-similarity coefficient of 0.9710 and Jaccard's index of 0.9444. For the cases having juxtapleural nodules our approach achieved an outstanding performance (in mean values) i.e overlap ratio of 99.9347% and Dice-similarity coefficient value of 0.9679 and Jaccard's index value of 0.9389.
The number of authors had given various methods and techniques for lung segmentation, but only some are effective for the cases of juxtapleural nodules. Table 2 compares the performance for our approach with the other methods for lung segmentation. The proposed method achieved the best average overlap ratio among the others listed in the table. In terms of Jaccard's similarity index the proposed method performs better than Liao [37] . Although, for fair comparison of methods is possible if the same datasets and image standards have accessed. But due to non availability of other database we have taken the public datasets and tested our hybrid approach and hence it is not possible for complete comparison. However comparing to other approaches, our proposed method is achieving the good results and generating the better accuracies for lung segmentation.
CONCLUSION
Lung segmentation is very crucial and important step in CAD system for the detection and diagnosis of lung cancer in prior stages. For the past few decades' number of research works have been given by various authors for lung segmentation and shown their effectiveness in different cases. In this paper, we have implemented a new hybrid approach using fuzzy clustering (FCM) with morphological operations for the segmentation of lungs in CT images that have shown very effective results in the cases of lungs having juxtapleural nodules.
The efficiency of our approach is tested on 20 cases (i.e. 10 general and 10 cases of juxtapleural nodules) of lung thoracic CT scans from LIDC-IDRI a public dataset. The experimental results show that the proposed method can correctly including all juxtapleural nodules into the ROI of lungs with the minimum rate of under and over-segmentation and thereby achieved overall 99.94% of overlap ratio. In the result section, we have also given the performance in terms of of Dice similarity coefficient and Jaccard's index and shown the accuracies of 0.9710 and 0.9444 respectively. The average processing time for the adopted method is 0.80 s per CT slice using MATLAB software experimented on PC with CPU Intel Core i5 3.1 GHz and 8 GB RAM. The proposed approach can fulfill the requirements of CAD system for the lung cancer and provide the accurate search space for further processing toward the detection and classification of pulmonary nodules.
